


The Joffrey Ballet has been hailed as “America’s Company of Firsts.” 
The Joffrey Ballet’s long list of “firsts” includes being the first dance 

company to perform at the White House, the first to appear on 
television, the first and only dance company to appear on the cover 

of Time magazine, and the first company to have had a major 
motion picture based on it, amongst many other “firsts”.  

Ballet Rosa shares the same commitment, passion, and mission as 
The Joffrey. Our drive is to be one of the best dancewear brands 
in the world, to provide high performance, functional dancewear 
with good taste and intricate design. Like The Joffrey, we also are 
a company of  “firsts”.  Ballet Rosa has been the first professional 

Portuguese dancewear brand, the first to have a collection designed, 
worn, and advertised by an Étoile of the Paris Opera Ballet, and the 

first national brand to ever sell its products across 42 countries.
 

For Ballet Rosa, above all, our customers and dancers come FIRST. 
We hope you enjoy our work and dedication, a part of which

is contained in this catalog.



Our motto “Own the City” is a celebration of the talent and determination of 
dancers in every city. This year we travelled to Chicago to capture the passion 

and artistry of the dancers from the Joffrey Ballet and students from The 
Joffrey Academy. After our time at the Joffrey Tower, we crossed the street 

for the Chicago Design Museum, another environment rich with artistry, 
where our photos were completed. We had a great time and are excited to 

share our achievements with all of our trusted partners and dancers.

The new 2018 Spring Edition Créateur Catalog is a supplement to our existing 
Créateur Catalog, where you can find the bulk of our designs and our work. 
Throughout 2018 the two Catalogs are meant to be complementary and to 

give you a better expression of our creativity and emotion.

Enjoy,
Luis Guimarães

Founder and Designer



Pretty and perfect, this Matte Lycra piece 
redefines the classic short-sleeved leotard. A 
delicate floral embroidered lace enlivens the 

tulle sleeves of this effortlessly feminine leotard. 
The sweet pinch-front, mid-back, and ballet cut 

leg line create a clean, sophisticated look that 
flatters. The Justine is fully front lined.  

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  
Noir · Marine · Poudré · Bordeaux

Justine

06 07



Our Austrian embroidered lace adds a romantic twist to this high-neck, 
Matte Lycra leotard. It’s the perfect statement piece: chic and clean in 

the front, and simply stunning in the back. Lace back panels are gathered 
by a hook and eye closure at the nape of the neck to complete the look. 
Amélie is fully front lined for extra comfort, featuring a ballet cut leg line.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Bordeaux · Poudré · Noir · Marine

Amelie

08 09



10 11



This best-selling leotard is now available for 
younger dancers! This elegant style features 

Austrian embroidered lace cap sleeves, 
V-front neckline, and a low pinched back. 
Josephine is made of Matte Lycra, with a 

ballet cut leg line, and full front microfiber 
lining for excellent fit. Simply stunning.

Children 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  
Marine · Noir · Poudré Bordeaux

Josephine

Our best-selling Matte Lycra Berenice leotard is now 
available in sizes 10-12 for the younger dancer who 
wants to make a statement. This fully front lined, 
ballet-cut leg line, high-neck leotard features delicate 
Austrian embroidered lace cap sleeves atop a four-way 
stretch mesh bust panel. The gorgeous open back finishes 
with a hook and eye closure at the nape of the neck.

Children 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  
Marine · Noir · Poudré · Bordeaux

Berenice

12 13



A vintage-inspired garment inflected with a modern sensibility. Mixing 
luxe Matte Lycra fabric with embroidered lace trim cap sleeves, this 
leotard’s inherent femininity celebrates confidence and true-to-you 
personal style. The V-front complements an extravagantly exposed 

back that is elegantly gathered at the bottom. The look is finished with 
a ballet cut leg line and full front microfiber lining. This best-seller is now 
available in two new colors: a sophisticated Bordeaux and sweet Poudré. 

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  |  Children 10 · 12
Poudré · Marine · Bordeaux · Noir

Josephine

1514



Our alluring Austrian lace trimmed leotard speaks for itself. This 
best-selling leotard is now available in two new Matte Lycra colors: a 
sophisticated Bordeaux and sweet Poudré. Berenice features delicate 
lace cap sleeves made of placed embroidery, atop a four-way stretch 

mesh bust panel. The broad open back is fastened by a hook and 
eye back closure. The leotard is finished with a ballet cut leg line, 

and is front lined for extra comfort.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  |  Children 10 · 12       
Noir · Marine · Bordeaux · Poudré

Berenice

16 17



Rita

Aura

Dauphine

Gladys

Anita

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44      
Children 10 · 12

Noir

Marine

Marine

Prunus

Blanc

18 19



This best-selling style is available for younger dancers, who want to look 
as sweet as they do sophisticated. Rita combines both style and comfort 
with full front lining, a Matte Lycra bodice, ballet cut leg line, a striking 
lace front panel, and double oval lace back panels. A vintage-inspired 
button closure at the nape of the neck completes the look. 

Children 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44      
Blanc · Marine · Prunus · Poudré · Noir

Rita

Best-selling Anita features an eye-catching design paired with great comfort. 
This effortlessly feminine leotard combines three different stretch materials: soft 

Matte Lycra, luxurious lace, and stretch mesh. The high cut neck, ballet cut leg 
line, full front lining, and beautiful open back provide both coverage and style.

Children 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44      
Noir · Poudré · Blanc · Prunus · Marine

Anita

20 21



Catch their eye in the Aura leotard, with sweetheart 
neckline, beautiful lace detail atop the bust, and 
elegant strap design at the mid-back. Feel confidence 
and take center stage. Front lining for extra comfort.

Children 10 · 12
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Noir · Poudré · Prunus · Bordeaux · Blanc

Aura

22 23



A cap sleeve leotard rendered 
spectacular thanks to an elegant lace 
front panel, stretch mesh sleeves, 
and an open circle back. This Matte 
Lycra leotard offers a sweet yet 
sophisticated silhouette, featuring a 
ballet cut leg line and full front lining.

Children 10 · 12       
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Blanc · Prunus · Noir · Marine · Poudré

Gladys

Square neckline leotard made of Matte 
Lycra, featuring broad durable lace 
straps,  and wide delicate lace shoulder 
panels. Glamorous open back with 
button closure. Front lined for extra 
comfort. Secure and eye-catching.

Children 10 · 12
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Marine · Noir · Blanc · Prunus · Poudré

Dauphine

24 25



Josephine
Poudré 2726



Put a modern spin on a classic cut with this stunning camisole leotard 
featuring a distinctive geometric design printed atop our solid Crystal 
Dust stretch microfiber. This exclusive, soft fabric features a subtle 
shimmer that enhances the effect of the printed design. Alanis is 

available in three perfect color schemes, and features a ballet cut leg 
line, full front microfiber lining, scoop neckline, and straight mid-back.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  |  Children 8 · 10 · 12
Noir · Marine · Gun Metal

Alanis

28 29



Comfort and coverage perfect for the young dancer who wants to add a dose 
of style to her dance wardrobe. Alanis features a straight front, mid-back cut, 
and full front microfiber lining for extra comfort. Now available in two new 

colors - one striking and the other subdued - the Alanis features a distinctive 
geometric print design atop a solid ballet cut camisole leotard. Our exclusive 

Crystal Dust stretch microfiber adds a subtle shimmer to the overall look.

Children 8 · 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Noir · Gun Metal · Marine

Alanis

3130



So pretty, so feminine. This classic camisole leotard is made from our 
soft, dazzling Crystal Dust stretch microfiber and features an eye-

catching floral motif gracefully sweeping across the bodice diagonally 
over a lace print design. Marlise features a straight front, mid-back cut, 

ballet cut leg line, and full front microfiber lining for extra comfort.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  |  Children 8 · 10 · 12
Rose · Vert Emeraude · Noir

Marlise

3332



The epitome of feminine. Marlise is available in two sweet pastel colors, 
and is now also available in mysterious black. This ballet cut camisole 

leotard features an eye-catching floral motif gracefully sweeping across 
the bodice diagonally over a lace print design. Our soft Crystal Dust 

microfiber fabric adds a subtle shimmer to complete the look. Marlise 
features a full front microfiber lining, straight front, and mid-back cut.

Children 8 · 10 · 12  |  Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Rose · Noir · Vert Emeraude

Marlise

3534



Alma draws inspiration from vintage French clothing, 
paying homage to the tradition of luxe fabrics, 
handmade lace, and delicate florals. A modern spin 
combines these traditions into one contemporary 
lace and floral motif, printed onto our soft, shimmery, 
Crystal Dust microfiber. The fully front lined, camisole 
leotard cut is simple, so all eyes fall on the design. 

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Children 8 · 10 · 12
Noir · Lagon · Gun Metal

Alma

3736



Seizing the eye with its delicate printed florals set atop our shimmery 
Crystal Dust microfiber, Alma takes cues from vintage elegance, 

combining slim camisole straps, a mid-back cut, full front lining, and 
ballet cut leg line. Now available in alluring Gun Metal, each of the 
three available colors instills a unique personality to the design.

Children 8 · 10 · 12   |   Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Gun Metal · Lagon · Noir

Alma

38 39



A stunning camisole leotard, made of Ballet Rosa’s exclusive Crystal 
Dust soft stretch microfiber. This elegant fabric features a subtle 

shimmer and is adorned with exquisitely layered floral print motifs 
that flow from the front to the back. Grace features a straight front, 

mid-back cut, ballet cut leg line, and full front microfiber lining.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44  |  Children 8 · 10 · 12  |  Noir

Grace

40 41



Elegant and sheer, our classic wrap skirt will bring your 
dance wardrobe to life. Available in nineteen gorgeous 
colors, and featuring a stretch waist band and a rolled 
hem, this skirt will pair with everything.

Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42
Jaune Paille · Parme · Blanc · Rose · Royal 
Marine · Bordeaux · Chair · Gris · Poudré · Noir · Lagon
Aqua · Vert Emeraude · Ciel · Azalée · Rojo · Prunus · Otter

Now available in sizes 10-12, with an adjusted 
cut suitable for younger dancers. Elegant in its 
simplicity, this sleek microfiber, front-lined,  ballet 
cut leg line, camisole leotard features high criss 
cross back straps and an open low scoop back 
with pinch. Available in a variety of lively colors, 
it pairs perfectly with our Tomomi wrap skirt.

Children 8 · 10 · 12
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Noir · Rose · Orchidée · Cassis · Indigo
Royal · Marine · Océan · Gris

Tomomi

Kayla

4342



Elegant in its simplicity, this sleek microfiber 
camisole leotard features high criss cross 

back straps and an eye-catching open low 
scoop back with pinch, accentuating your 
figure and leaving the body free to dance. 

Kayla also features a ballet cut leg line, and 
is front lined for extra comfort and fit.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12

Orchidée · Royal · Noir · Océan
Rose · Cassis · Indigo · Marine · Gris

The Tomomi skirt creates a timeless silhouette in nineteen 
lively colors, bringing versatility and personality to your closet. 

This classic wrap is made of sultry stretch tulle, featuring a 
stretch waist band and a rolled hem.

Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42
Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12

Marine · Bordeaux · Chair · Gris
Poudré · Blanc · Noir · Rose · Parme · Lagon · Vert Emeraude

Royal · Jaune Paille · Aqua · Ciel · Azalée · Rojo · Prunus · Otter

Tomomi

Kayla

4544



Katsu
Blanc

46 47



Created with the principle that warm-ups 
should be sophisticated and stylish without 
sacrificing comfort and ease, our new Katsu 

hoodie will be your new favorite. Elegant mesh 
panels and hood, plus our supple bamboo 

fabric, elevate the basic hoodie to new heights.  

Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42 
Rose · Noir · Khaki/Noir · Blanc

Katsu

Cool and comfort in one. These all-purpose pants are 
perfect for dancers and teachers alike.. Made of Ballet 

Rosa’s exclusive wrinkle-free warm-up fabric, and 
featuring a broad waistband with drawstring, generous 

pockets, and slim cuffs at the ankle, Lazuli creates a 
silhouette that reflects a throw-on-and-go sensibility 

while maintaining contemporary sophistication. Pair 
with our Olivine hoodie to complete the look. 

Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42  |  Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Bordeaux · Noir · Gris Melange · Blanc · Marine

Lazuli

48 49



Made with our luxurious, exclusive warm-up fabric and inspired by a dancer’s 
lifestyle, this hoodie is wrinkle-free so you can bring it with you and toss it on 
any time. Featuring a flattering cut, a perfectly shaped hood, and cool thumb 
holes, this versatile piece is as perfect in studio as it is on the street. Combine 

with our Penina or Lazuli pants for a fresh, relaxed look.

Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42  |  Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Bordeaux · Noir · Rose · Gris Melange · Blanc · Marine

Olivine

Dance-bag-ready, these pants are wrinkle-free, thanks to Ballet 
Rosa’s  exclusive iron-free warm-up fabric that is as unbelievably 
soft as it is practical. Featuring an elastic waistband and generous 
side panel pockets, these pants will keep you cozy both in class and 
on the way. Team with our Olivine hoodie for a street-ready look.

Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42  |  Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Gris Melange · Rose · Noir · Bordeaux · Blanc · Marine

Penina

Angeles
Marine · Gris

50 51



52 53



Clean and cozy with a contemporary aesthetic, 
Lazuli are the pants dreams are made of. Made of 
Ballet Rosa’s exclusive wrinkle-free warm-up fabric, 
and featuring a broad waistband with drawstring, 
generous pockets, and slim cuffs at the ankle, these 
pants are as practical on the street as they are in 
the studio. Team yours with your favorite leotard 
and our Olivine hoodie for a class-ready look.

Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42
Gris Melange · Noir
Rose · Bordeaux · Blanc · Marine

Lazuli

Sensible style for the dedicated 
dancer, these unforgettably cozy 

pants are perfect for dancers of all 
ages. Made of Ballet Rosa’s exclusive 

iron-free warm-up fabric, and 
featuring an elastic waistband and 

generous side panel pockets, pair with 
your favorite leotard and our Olivine 

hoodie for maximum impact.

Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12
Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42

Noir · Gris Melange · Rose
Bordeaux · Blanc · Marine

Penina

Ready to mix and match with our Penina and Lazuli pants in six warm colors, 
Olivine is made of Ballet Rosa’s exclusive wrinkle-free fabric, ensuring that 

these warm-up basics are anything but. Featuring a flattering cut, a perfectly 
shaped hood, and cool thumb holes, this piece will go with you everywhere.

Children 6 · 8 · 10 · 12   |   Adult  36 · 38 · 40 · 42
 Noir · Gris Melange · Rose · Bordeaux · Blanc · Marine

Olivine

Kayla
Orchidée · Rose

54 55



Josephine
Noir



Hottest Fashion Trends
This year, it’s all about being fashionably yourself and expressing all sides of you. Our new Spring catalog 

expands upon our most popular, stand-out styles from before: From our alluring Crystal Dust Lyman, 
to the astounding graphic prints portrayed in Tara, Salomé and Dali, these styles blend a contemporary 
spirit with the romance of the past. Find these, and other trend-setting styles, in our Créateur Catalog.

Tara

Dali

Dali

Lyman

Salomé

Gris / Gun Metal

Gris

Gris

Gold

Khaki

58 59



Index

JOSEPHINE

10 > 12 
36 > 44

P.10
P.12
P.14
P.15
P.27
P.56

Cap Sleeve Leotard
Matte Lycra with Lace

 Poudré
Bordeaux

 Noir
Marine

GRACE

8 > 12
36 > 44

P.40
P.41

Camisole Leotard
Crystal Dust Printed Microfiber Noir

GLADYS

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.19
P.24

Cap Sleeve Leotard
Matte Lycra with Mesh/Lace

Noir · Blanc · Marine 
Prunus · Poudré

JUSTINE

36 > 44

P.06
P.07

Short Sleeve Lace Leotard
Matte Lycra

  Poudré
Bordeaux

 Noir
Marine

DAUPHINE

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.19
P.25

Leotard
Matte Lycra and Lace

Noir · Blanc · Marine
Prunus · Poudré

DALI

36 > 42

P.58
P.59

Zip Front Leotard
Printed Microfiber

Noir
Gris

Pourpre

LYMAN

36 > 42
P. 59 Long Sleeve Leotard

Crystal Dust Printed Microfiber 
 Noir
Gold

LAZULI

6 > 12 
36 > 44

P.49
P.54

Cuffed Pants w/ Panel front 
Pockets
Warm Up

 Blanc
 Noir
Rose

Gris Melange
Marine

Bordeuax

KAYLA

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.42
P.43
P.44
P.45
P.54

Camisole Leotard
Soft Microfiber

Noir · Orchidée · Royal
Océan · Rose · Cassis
Indigo · Marine · Gris

KATSU

36 > 42

P.46
P.47
P.48
P.49

Hoodie with Mesh panels
Bamboo and Mesh

Noir
Rose

 Khaki/Noir

Camisole Leotard
Crystal Dust Printed Microfiber

Noir
Lagon

Gun Metal

ALMA

8 > 12
36 > 44

P.36
P.37
P.38
P.39

ALANIS

8 > 12
36 > 44

P.28
P.29
P.30
P.31

Camisole Leotard
Crystal Dust Printed Microfiber

Marine
Noir

Gun Metal

BERENICE

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.10
P.13
P.16
P.17

High Neck Leotard
Matte Lycra with Mesh/Lace

 Poudré
Bordeaux

 Noir
Marine

ANGELES

36 > 44
P.51 Sleeveless Leotard

Soft Microfiber

Noir · Rose · Marine
Cassis · Orchidée · Royal 

Indigo · Gris · Océan

AURA

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.18
P.22
P.23

Camisole Leotard
Matte Lycra with Lace

Noir · Blanc · Marine
Prunus · Poudré

ANITA

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.19
P.21

High Neck Leotard
Matte Lycra with Mesh/Lace

Noir · Blanc · Marine
Prunus · Poudré

AMELIE

36 > 44

P.08
P.09

High neck Leotard 
Back with double Lace Insert

 Poudré
Bordeaux

 Noir
Marine

MARLISE

8 > 12
36 > 44

P.32
P.33
P.34
P.35

Camisole Leotard
Crystal Dust Printed Microfiber

Noir
Rose 

Vert Emeraude

Color references are merely informative.

Colors may vary slightly depending on material and dying batch. 

Wash and Care
Keeping your Ballet Rosa products in good shape depends solely on your care. Each 
material has different quality standards. We suggest you respect the wash care labels 
and the following care instructions:

Hand wash in cold water
Use mild detergent
Do not iron
Do not tumble dry
Allow to dry flat

Attention: intense sweating combined with the high temperature
of the body over long periods could have negative effects
and cause discoloration.

Due to the fragility of certain materials, kindly wear the dancewear garments
carrying lace and stretch tulle with great care. Wash by hand in a delicate way.
The brand will not be liable for any damages caused by hard or excessive
movements made during the usage of the garment.

Special Care

MATERIAL COMPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS

Matte Lycra 80% Polyamide • 20% Elastane

Warm-Up

Bamboo

100% Polyester

90% Bamboo Rayon • 10% Elastane

Microfiber 90% Polyamide • 10% Elastane

Lace 84% Polyamide • 16% Elastane

Crystal Dust Microfiber 62% Polyester • 29% Lurex • 9% Elastane

PENINA

6 > 12 
36 > 42

P.51
P.54

Pants with Panel front Pockets
Warm Up

Blanc
 Noir
Rose

Gris Melange
Marine

Bordeuax

TARA

36 > 42
P.59  Tank Leotard

Printed Microfiber

Noir 
Blanc

Gun Metal
Ocre

SALOMÉ

36 > 42
P.59 Tank Leotard

Microfiber

Khaki
Turquoise

Cerise
Niagara

RITA

10 > 12
36 > 44

P.18
P.20
P.21

Leotard
Matte Lycra with Lace

Noir
 Blanc
Marine 
Prunus
Poudré

OLIVINE

6 > 12
36 > 42

P.50
P.55

Hoodie
WarmUp

 Blanc
 Noir
Rose

Gris Melange
Marine

Bordeuax

TOMOMI

6 > 12
36 > 44

P.42
P.43
P.44
P.45

Tank Leotard
Printed Microfiber

Noir · Blanc · Rose · Royal 
Marine · Bordeaux · Chair · Gris
Poudré  · Lagon · Jaune Paille

Parme · Aqua · Vert Emeraude · Ciel
Azalée · Rojo · Prunus · Otter



Size Conversion Charts

France
Belgium

United
Kingdom

USA
Canada

Japan Australia Italy
Germany
Austria

Netherlands

Sweden
Switzerland

Spain
Portugal

14 / 36 8 XS 7 10 40 34 34 14a/36

38 10 S 9 12 42 36 36 38

40 12 M 11 14 44 38 38 40

42 14 L 13 16 46 40 40 42

44 16 XL 15 18 48 42 42 44

Kids
Age

3-4 98 to 104 cm (38-40”) 4

6

8

10

12

5-6 105 to 116 cm (40-45”)

7-8 117 to 128 cm (45-50”)

9-10 129 to 140 cm (50-55”)

11-12 141 to 152 cm (55-60”)

Height Size

Please note that the height is the best guide
when choosing the correct size rather than age.

Ladies
Bust

82/86 (32-34”) 59/63 (24-25”) 88/92 (34-36”) 14 / 36

38

40

42

44

86/90 (34-36”) 63/67 (25-26”) 92/96 (36-38”)

90/94 (34-36”) 67/72 (27-28”) 96/100 (38-40”)

94/98 (36-38”)

???

75/79 (29-31”)

???

100/104 (40-42”)

???

Waist Hips Size

These charts should be used as a general fitting guide only.
Size availability and individual sizing may vary by style.

Thank You!

Createur Collection 2018
Spring Edition  

Joffrey Professional Dancers
April Daly · Olivia Duryea · Victoria Jaiani
Brooke Linford · Olivia Tang · Valeriia Chaykina 
 
Joffrey Academy of Dance students
Isabelle Biehler · Cece Buday
Tori Coates · Jessica Lancaster · Calla Norsman 

Locations Joffrey Tower, Melk Studio · Chicago Design Museum

Photographer Joe Lyman 
Makeup Design Shannon McKee Hair Design Dawn McKee
Artistic Director Victoria Lyman Guimarães

Graphic Design Qoob Design Studio

Headquarters 
Rua da Devesa S/N

S. Martinho de Candoso
4835-377 Guimarães 

Portugal

Phone +351 253 519 143
Fax +351 253 416 828
info@balletrosa.com 

Ballet Rosa USA
2114 Central Street
Evanston, Il 60201 

United States of America

Customer Service
(US and Canada)

Phone +1 (312) 439-6733
usa.balletrosa@gmail.com

The Joffrey Ballet
Karine Provost Managing Director Joffrey Academy of Dance
Karin Ellis-Wentz Head of Pre-Professional Programs The Joffrey Ballet
Sarah Mazzula Student Services Manager Joffrey  Academy of Dance
Sarah Fiala Marketing Director of The Joffrey Ballet

Chicago Design Museum
Tanner Woodford Founder and Executive Director

The Chicago Design Museum is free and open to the public, located 
on the third floor of a shopping mall. It is a non-profit, volunteer-led 
organization, with a mission to strengthen design culture and build 
community. Its staff and volunteers plan two exhibitions and dozens
of workshops, lectures, and events annually.

You know that wonderful, warm-fuzzy feeling that comes over you when someone goes out 
of his or her way to hear you, welcome you, support you or help you out? Of course you do. 

The feeling is gratitude, and it feels even better when you express it!

Follow us on:

D

A

B

C

???

???

???

???

???

Girth




